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Abstract: Carbon nanotubes have been attracting considerable interest among material scientists, physicists, chemists, and engineers for almost 30 years. Owing to their high aspect ratio, coupled with remarkable mechanical, electronic, and thermal properties, carbon nanotubes have found application in diverse fields. In this review, we will cover the work on carbon nanotubes used for sensing applications. In particular, we will see examples where carbon nanotubes act as main players in devices sensing biomolecules, gas, light or pressure changes. Furthermore, we will discuss how to improve the performance of carbon nanotube-based sensors after proper modification.
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1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be thought of as hollow cylinders made of carbon atoms with sp\(^2\) hybridization. In other words, they can be seen as rolled-up graphitic layers—or graphene layers. If it is only one layer—i.e., only one cylinder—then they are called single-wall CNTs (SWCNTs), whereas if there are more layers—i.e., more concentric cylinders—these are multi-wall CNTs (MWCNTs). Since the seminal paper by Iijima in 1991 [1], CNTs have been attracting a great deal of attention among material scientists, physicists, chemists and engineers because of their peculiar properties. For instance, although they are made of the same element—i.e., carbon—and have similar dimension and aspect ratio, CNTs can be either metallic or semiconducting depending on the way the graphitic layer is rolled up [2]. From a chemical point of view, CNTs’ high aspect ratio makes them suitable for functionalization through chemical [3–8] or physical methods [9–12]. The high aspect ratio makes them also interesting for sensing application [13–18] as well as water filtration [19–22], because of the high surface area they can provide.

Arc-discharge is the technique that was first used to produce carbon nanotubes [23–25]. However, the yield is quite poor, as many other carbon compounds are usually also produced during the process. Therefore, a laborious work of product recovery and purification is needed after the growth. Laser ablation has also been used, where a metal-doped graphite target is hit by a high-power laser. The synthesized CNTs are often single-wall CNTs of high quality [26–28]. However it requires the use of expensive instruments, like lasers, and cannot therefore be easily scaled up. Chemical vapor deposition is the technique that is mostly used to grow CNTs. Single-wall [29–33] as well as multi-wall [34,35] CNTs can be produced, and this method has the advantage to be scalable, to allow large-area deposition and to provide CNTs that are already attached onto a substrate, hence easy to be collected. The use of external metal catalyst is often required, although CNTs have also been grown directly on stainless steel [36] or on semiconductors [37,38] without the addition of external metal.

Today, CNTs are employed for many applications, encompassing the field of reinforcement [39,40] electronics [41–43], optoelectronics [44–46], sensors [13–18], batteries [47,48] and supercapacitors [49].
In this review, we will focus on distinguished studies that have provided notable contribution to the field of carbon nanotubes for sensing applications. In particular, we will overview the works on carbon nanotube-based gas sensors, biosensors, photo-sensors, and pressure sensors (Figure 1). As there are many outstanding studies in this topic, it was impossible to discuss them all; thus, we apologize for any possible omission.

![Figure 1](image-url) Carbon nanotubes have been used for a number of different applications. When it comes to sensing devices, they have been used to realize gas sensors, biosensors, pressure sensors and photodetectors.

2. Carbon Nanotube-Based Gas Sensors

Upon interaction with molecules, a charge transfer occurs between CNTs and molecules that can drastically alter CNTs’ electrical conductivity. Gas sensors working with CNTs being in contact with two metal electrodes rely precisely on this phenomenon. In 2000, Kong et al. [18] demonstrated for instance that a single semiconducting SWCNT increases or decreases its conductance when exposed to NO\textsubscript{2} or NH\textsubscript{3} gas respectively (Figure 2a). The sensor exhibits a fast response (down to below 1 min) that can be attributed to the high surface area of the CNT. However the most remarkable feature is probably the fact that it works at room temperature. Metal oxides have often been used for sensing NO\textsubscript{2} or NH\textsubscript{3}, however they need to work at temperatures above 200 °C in order to achieve enough sensitivity [50]. The sensor proposed by Kong et al. [18] instead operates at room temperature with sensitivity as high as 10\textsuperscript{5}, while it can recover in one hour upon annealing at 200 °C or in 12 h if left at room temperature under flow of pure argon. The high surface area, which grants CNT-based sensor a fast response, is probably also the cause of their slow recovery. In addition to annealing the sensor at high temperatures, another strategy to improve its recovery time is to illuminate it with ultra-violet (UV) radiation [14].

Still in the year 2000, Collins and coworkers [51] demonstrated that SWCNTs are also extremely sensitive to oxygen. They measured changes in both the electrical resistance and thermoelectric power when the oxygen partial pressure in gas environments was changed as low as 10\textsuperscript{−8} to 10\textsuperscript{−10} Torr. The authors also measured the change in terms of electronic density of states of the CNTs deposited on gold upon exposure to oxygen or pure argon gas through scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments. Notably, they show that semiconducting CNTs become metallic upon oxygen exposure. Furthermore,
the authors also find that not all the SWCNTs are sensitive to oxygen, and that argon, helium or nitrogen have no noticeable doping effects on them.

**Figure 2.** (a) Atomic force microscopy image of an individual semiconducting SWCNT bridging two metal contacts; and its current versus voltage curves collected before and after exposure to NH$_3$ or NO$_2$. Modified from Ref. [18] with permission from American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) (b) Schematic of a three-terminal gas sensor with silicon substrate as back gate and a film of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes working as a channel. (c) The sensitivities of the device in (b) as a function of N$_2$-filling pressure at various source-drain bias voltages from 1 to 10 V without any gate voltage. Reprinted from Ref. [52] with permission from Elsevier. (d) Plot of the change in conductance at room temperature ($\Delta G$) upon exposure to various combinations of NO$_2$ and H$_2$O for a blank SWCNT, a SWCNT sensor with a Silicalite-1 mixed layer and a SWCNT sensor with a hydrophilic zeolite-Y mixed layer. The first region displays the baseline conductance for each sensor type while operating in dry synthetic air, whereas in the second region, 10 ppm of NO$_2$ is additionally introduced to the testing chamber. The next region contains the desorption step in which the NO$_2$ pulse is turned off and H$_2$O is turned on resulting in a relative humidity of 75% inside the testing chamber, aiding NO$_2$ desorption from the sensor surface. In the subsequent region, H$_2$O is turned off to return the relative humidity of the chamber to 0% and recover baseline conductance. Next the sensors are exposed to 10 ppm of NO$_2$ while operating at 75% chamber humidity. Finally, in the last region of the graph, the NO$_2$ is turned off and relative humidity is set at 75% for the desorption cycle. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [53]. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society.
Nevertheless, in 2005, Huang et al. [52] showed that, with a three-terminal device based on multi-wall CNTs, N\textsubscript{2} can indeed be detected. In this work, two metal electrodes (i.e., source and drain) are placed on a film of vertically-aligned multi-wall CNTs that is deposited on a Si/SiO\textsubscript{2} substrate, with Si acting as back gate (Figure 2b). The authors found that the sensitivity towards N\textsubscript{2} increased when applying a high source-drain bias voltage (Figure 2c). Moreover, since the device is more sensitive when a negative gate voltage is applied, it was concluded that a change of free holes concentration in the CNTs film played the major mechanism for the N\textsubscript{2} gas detection.

Regarding other inert gases, for instance hydrogen, it was found that palladium-modified CNTs can detect it down to 100 ppm concentrations [54].

In general, sensors based on metal-decorated CNTs are more sensitive than those based on pristine CNTs for a wide range of gases and vapors [55–58]. Combining CNTs with other materials in a composite device sensor can be useful not only to improve the CNT’s intrinsic sensitivity, but to improve other characteristics as well.

One issue with CNT-based sensors is for instance the low selectivity to specific gases or vapors. In case a CNT sensor is exposed to both NO\textsubscript{2} and water, the signal coming for the detection of the latter could mask the detection of the former. This is due to the fact that while NO\textsubscript{2} adsorption onto CNTs’ walls tends to increase the electrical conductivity, water induces an opposite response (i.e., decrease in electrical conductivity). To mitigate this issue, Evans et al. [53] have recently combined CNTs with zeolites. While bare CNTs are unable to detect NO\textsubscript{2} in humid conditions, due to the aforementioned issue, CNTs coupled with highly hydrophilic zeolites successfully detect it. The reason is because the zeolites trap water molecules before these can actually reach the CNTs, which therefore only sense NO\textsubscript{2} (Figure 2d).

Instead of building a sensor where the CNTs sensing features (for instance, the sensitivity or the selectivity) are improved by combination with other materials (i.e., metal nanoparticles, or zeolites, as we have seen above), an alternative concept is to improve common metal oxide sensors by combination with CNTs. As mentioned earlier, metal oxide sensors need temperatures of at least 200 °C in order to function properly. This, in turn, means that such devices consume a lot of energy. However, recent studies performed in the last decade have shown that sensors combining metal oxides with CNTs can indeed operate at lower temperatures, even down to room temperature. In 2004, for instance, Wei et al. [59] fabricated a hybrid SnO\textsubscript{2}/CNT sensor by spin coating and then thermal treating an organometallic solution with single-wall CNTs dispersed in it. By comparing the results from a hybrid device with the ones from a SnO\textsubscript{2}-only device, the authors unambiguously demonstrated that the hybrid device is almost two orders of magnitude more sensitive at room temperature for the detection of NO\textsubscript{2}.

Espinosa and coworkers [60] reported that also multi-wall CNTs if added to a metal oxide sensor would lead to a remarkable improvement of its sensing properties. In particular, they added oxygen-functionalized MWCNTs to three different types of metal oxides, namely SnO\textsubscript{2}, WO\textsubscript{3} or TiO\textsubscript{2}. The authors concluded that these sensors are more sensitive toward NO\textsubscript{2} down to the ppb range at room temperature, and can fully regenerate after the exposure to the pollutant gas. More interestingly, their results also show that there should be an optimum amount of CNTs to be added to each specific metal oxide material in order to enhance the sensitivity.

The last two examples clearly point out how the sensing performance of a standard metal oxide sensor can be improved by simply including CNTs into the device.

Very recently, Nguyet et al. [61] found that when CNTs are mixed with SnO\textsubscript{2} nanowires, instead of SnO\textsubscript{2} film like in Ref. [59] or SnO\textsubscript{2} powders as in Ref. [60], the hybrid sensor can reach an ultralow detection limit of about 0.68 ppt. The sensors consisted of a film of multi-wall CNTs bridging between a bare Pt-electrode and a Pt-electrode with pre-grown SnO\textsubscript{2} nanowires (Figure 3). The device operated in the reverse bias mode and the main gas-sensing mechanism was found to be the modulation of the leakage current due to the trap-assisted tunneling of SnO\textsubscript{2} nanowires through the adsorption of
NO$_2$ gas molecules. Most likely, the ultralow detection limit of this hybrid sensor can be ascribed to a combination of the high surface area of both the CNT and SnO$_2$ nanowires.

Figure 3. Scheme for fabrication of the hybrid heterojunction of MWCNTs and SnO$_2$ nanowires (NWs): (a) a pair of Pt-electrodes, (b) selective growth of SnO$_2$ NWs, (c) the deposition of MWNCTs to form the heterojunction, (d) band diagram of the heterojunctions, and (e) equivalent electronic. Reprinted from Ref. [61], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

3. Carbon Nanotube-Based Biosensors with FET Configuration

Bare CNTs do not exhibit compelling affinity towards biological molecules, so prior to using CNTs in biosensors they need to be functionalized with bioreceptors, such as proteins, oligo- or polynucleotides or even microorganisms and whole biological tissues [62]. These have obvious affinity with biological molecules, so they act as the sensitive element; whereas CNTs act as transducers, by collecting and converting the signal, due to the interaction between the sensitive element and the biological species to be detected, in a more detectable physical signal. Depending on the nature of this physical signal (i.e., electrical current, optical absorbance, acoustic signal, heat and so on) and, therefore, on the way it is measured, different CNT-based biosensors exist [62]. Here, we will focus on CNT-based biosensors operating with a field-effect transistor configuration (CNT-bioFET) because of their superior performance and the wide spread use.

The working principle of CNT-bioFETs is similar to that of the CNT gas sensors, which are discussed in a previous section above. Notably, when the target biological molecule interacts with the functionalized CNT, the CNT’s electrical conductance changes and the target molecule is thus detected. It is worth noting that because of the functionalization, CNT-based biosensors can be highly specific towards a particular target molecule (which in general is not the case for CNT-based gas sensors). As shown in Figure 4a, for instance, only CNTs functionalized with an antibody receptor that is specific to the target biological molecule—a virus, in the example illustrated in the figure below—can successfully interact and hence detect such target molecule [63]. It follows that the bioreceptor used to functionalize the CNTs will also dictate the size of the detected biological species, which can range from small molecules like sugars, proteins, or DNA fragments to more complex systems like virus and bacteria to even cells and small fragments of tissues.

However, these conceptually-simple sensors may still suffer from non-specific binding, especially in the case of protein binding detection. Nevertheless, as we have seen already for the gas sensors, also the specificity of CNT-biosensor can be improved if the CNTs are combined with another material into a composite system. Here, it is worth noting that CNTs are not the sensing element, but owing to their high aspect ratio, high electrical conductivity and mechanical flexibility, they enable the realization of ultra-thin sensing devices with high specific surface area and fast response time.
Star et al. [64] avoided the issue with non-specific binding by coating the CNT-based sensor with a mixture of hydrophilic polymers. These polymers will then attach to biotin molecules that in turn bind specifically to the target streptavidin molecules. In addition to improving the specificity of the sensor, the polymer coating is used also to link the molecular receptor (i.e., biotin) to the sidewalls of the CNTs without the need of covalent functionalization, which would have the disadvantage of impairing CNTs’ physical properties.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of the working principle of a CNT-based biosensors operating with a field-effect transistor configuration (CNT-bioFET). Only the CNT that are functionalized with the antibody receptor specific to the target virus can detect it, by producing a conductance change. The conductance can be restored when the virus unbinds from the surface. Reprinted from Ref. [63]. Copyright (2004) National Academy of Sciences. (b) Gate voltage dependence of the source-drain current of a functionalized CNT-bioFET before exposure to the bacteria (—) and after exposure to 500 cfu/mL of Shigella sonnei (×) and 500 cfu/mL of Shigella Infantis (×). (c) Gate voltage dependence of the source-drain current of a functionalized CNT-bioFET before exposure to the bacteria (—) and after exposure to 500 cfu/mL of S. pyogenes (×) and 500 cfu/mL of S. Infantis (×). Each electrical current plotted corresponds to the mean value of three replicates. The inset shows the behavior of the source-drain current at gate voltage = −10 V. The error bars correspond to the range of the electrical current measured for the three replicates. Reprinted from Ref. [65] with permission from Elsevier.

A similar stratagem to increase specificity was adopted by Villamizar et al. [65], who coated the CNT-bioFETs with Tween 20. Sensing studies were performed with three different and potentially competing bacteria, namely Salmonella infantis, Streptococcus pyogenes, and Shigella sonnei. In particular, to test whether the presence of Streptococcus pyogenes or Shigella sonnei would influence the detection of the target Salmonella, the biosensors were immersed in a solution containing Streptococcus pyogenes (or Shigella sonnei) and then rinsed and dried prior to being immersed in the solution containing Salmonella. Results clearly show that neither Streptococcus nor Shigella interfered with the detection of the target bacteria (Figure 4b,c).
CNT-based biosensors with this configuration have also been used to monitor biological reactions. For instance, Star et al. [66] used it to follow the enzymatic degradation of starch. Investigating the biodegradation of starch is useful because it has been recently introduced as filler into composite materials in order to increase the degradation rate of synthetic polymers. In Ref. [66], the authors firstly deposit starch onto CNT-bioFET, and register the consequent shift in conductance. Next, starch is biodegraded into soluble glucose upon reaction with amyloglucosidase enzyme, and can therefore be washed off by rinsing the device in water. After this process, the conductance of the CNT-bioFET recovers to a value similar to the one of the pristine device, before starch was deposited; hence indicating that starch had been indeed degraded.

One of the major limitations of CNT-bioFETs is perhaps the presence of background noise of electrostatic origin. In CNT-bioFET, the signal to be detected is in the millivolt-scale range, but this background noise causes electrostatic fluctuation in the same scale range, ultimately limiting the performance of the sensing device. The origin of such noise was not clear until recently, when Sharf and coworkers [67] performed a systematic experimental and theoretical investigation in the framework of the charge noise model. They found that the noise is generated mainly by substrate interactions and surface adsorbates, and if these contributes are removed the power spectral density of background voltage fluctuations can be reduced by 19-fold.

4. Carbon Nanotube-Based Photo-Sensors

When a photon hits a semiconducting CNT, if its energy is higher than the band gap of the CNT, an electron/hole pair is generated within the nanostructure. A built-in potential could then separate the two charge carriers so that a photocurrent can be measured. This is the concept behind a simple single-CNT photosensor.

To create the built-in potential, it is necessary to form a junction. This junction can either be of a p-n type, or a Schottky type (Figure 5a,b). In the first case, one can form a p-n junction within a nanotube electrostatically [68,69], or by chemical doping [70]. However, both approaches are technically rather challenging. Selectively doping only part of a CNT is obviously a tremendous task. On the other hand, to realize a p-n junction electrostatically within an individual CNT, one needs to define two electrodes (i.e., the two gates) that are usually less than half a micron apart. Besides, the system requires now multiple drive voltages (i.e., it is a four-terminal device, instead of a standard three-terminal one, due to the presence of a split-gate). Creating a Schottky junction is instead much easier, and is achieved by contacting a semiconducting CNT with a metal electrode of different work function [71]. If the same metal is used at both ends of the CNT, a photodetector with two symmetric Schottky barriers will be formed. These symmetric barriers lead to a reduced sensitivity because the separated charge carriers need to tunnel through another barrier before being collected. Moreover, as the sensor detects the difference of the signal intensity between two contacts, the overall performance is very poor. On the other hand, if two different metals are used to contact the two CNT ends, two different Schottky barriers will be formed and the photoresponse results in being highly enhanced (Figure 5c–e) [71,72].

In addition to devices made up of individual CNTs, also photodetectors based on CNT films can be realized [73]. However, the presence of both metallic and semiconducting tubes usually limits the overall device performance. To overcome this issue, Liu et al. [74] have recently fabricated an infrared (IR) photodetector where only highly purified semiconducting CNTs have been used. CNTs are very promising for IR detection because their absorption coefficient is one order of magnitude higher than that of traditional IR bulk materials [75]. In the devices proposed by Liu et al. [74], photovoltage is used as signal instead of photocurrent, as commonly reported. This allows improving significantly the signal-to-noise ratio because (i) shot noise and 1/f noise are suppressed, and (ii) the signal can be multiplied by introducing virtual contacts. With a device that operates at room temperature and zero-bias condition, the authors demonstrated detectivity of over 10¹¹ Jones, broadband response from 785 to 2100 nm, and exceptional temperature and temporal stability. This, coupled to the use of a
scalable solution-based fabrication method, makes CNT-based IR photodetectors highly competitive against the traditional bulk IR detectors, such as Ge, Si, InGaAs and HgCdTe [76–78].

Another common configuration for CNT-based photodetectors is obtained when a CNT film is placed on a doped Si substrate to create a heterojunction. Here, the contacts can be either placed both on top of the CNT film or located one on top of the film and the second one at the bottom of the Si slab. In the former case, the collected signal will come mainly from the CNT film; in the latter case, instead, both the signal coming from CNTs and that from Si are collected, and the resulting overall signal is highly enhanced. The advantage of this hybrid photosensor when compared to a Si photosensor is...
that the CNTs extend the device detection range into both the near-IR and near-UV regions of the electromagnetic spectrum [46].

Although single-wall CNTs are usually employed for the realization of these photodetectors, due to their well-defined opto-electronic properties, some groups have investigated also devices made of multi-wall tubes [79–81]. Notably, in one of our experimental works we have shown that highly defective multi-wall CNTs exhibit larger photocurrent than less defective ones [44]. Although truly intriguing, this finding still needs to be fully understood, and further experimental and theoretical studies are highly desirable.

Several groups have shown that the photoresponse in CNT-based photo-devices can be improved when the CNTs are functionalized with other nanostructures. In particular, they have been decorated with either semiconducting [8,82,83] or metal nanoparticles [84,85]. In the former case, the semiconducting material can be for instance TiO$_2$ or CdS. The enhancement in this hybrid system is ascribed to the charge transfer occurring between the semiconductor nanoparticle and the CNTs (Figure 6a). Once an excited electron is generated in the nanoparticle after absorption of a photon with energy larger than the nanoparticle bandgap, it can be transferred to the CNT and thus contribute to the overall electrical signal. In this case, the enhancement is due to the absorption of photons at a particular energy by the semiconducting nanoparticle. In the case of metal nanoparticles, instead, the enhancement of the photocurrent is due to the strong plasmonic local field that they generate on the CNTs (Figure 6b,c). Thus, this enhancement is not localized at a given wavelength, but it occurs in the whole spectrum where CNT are sensitive.

**Figure 6.** (a) Charge-transfer interaction between photoexcited CdS nanoparticles and SWCNTs. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [8]. (b,c) Principle of field enhancement on CNT due to Au nanoparticle. Structural diagrams showing (b) Au particle side-contacts a CNT and (c) plasmon coupling between Au nanoparticle and CNT when the polarization of the incident light is parallel to the CNT axis. Adapted with permission from Ref. [85].
5. Carbon Nanotube-Based Pressure Sensors

In the last decade, there has been a growing interest in the field of flexible and stretchable strain sensor devices are particularly intriguing due to their potential in, for instance, personalized health-monitoring, human motion detection, soft robotics and prosthetic solutions. Owing to their excellent mechanical properties [86], high mobility and current density [87], CNTs might be the ideal building blocks for such devices.

An example of personalized health-monitoring application of CNT-based sensors was suggested by Gerlach et al. [88] They designed a low-cost plantar pressure sensor that was tested inside a running shoe during walking. The sensor is a composite made of multi-wall CNTs and a polymer, i.e., polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and has the function of detecting unhealthy rollover patterns that could lead to pressure ulcers, which are not only a problem to individual’s health but also the cause of enormous costs for the public health care system.

Another example was proposed by Park et al. [89], who realized a sensor capable of monitoring human breathing flows and voice vibrations. The sensor consists of two CNT/PDMS composite sides with a microdome array facing each other. The sensing mechanism is based on a giant tunneling piezoresistivity. Notably, the tunneling current percolating among the CNTs has high sensitivity (15.1 kPa1, with 0.2 Pa minimum detection) and rapid response (0.04 s) to pressures.

Early this year, for instance, Nela et al. [90] demonstrated a large-area high-performance flexible pressure sensor built on an active matrix of 16 × 16 carbon nanotube thin-film transistors (CNT TFTs). The CNT TFTs, acting as pixels in the sensing device, are fabricated on a polyimide film, and then covered by a commercially available pressure-sensitive rubber. The pressure-sensitive rubber has a high electrical resistance when no pressure is applied (>30 MΩ), which abruptly becomes very low when pressed (<0.1 Ω). This change in the resistance of the rubber turns on the TFTs. At a gate bias of −3 V, the ratio between the source-drain current at ON or OFF state (that is, pressed and released states, respectively) is above 10^4. The response of the device (measured as the time when source-drain current drops to 10% or reaches 90% of the current at ON state) is less than 30 milliseconds, that is much faster than human skin. Additionally, they demonstrated that the flexible pressure sensor can operate on both flat and curved surfaces without compromising its sensing accuracy (Figure 7). The main advantages of using CNTs for this particular application instead of competing materials such as organic polymers and semiconductor nanowires are higher mobility and current density, environmental stability, and superior mechanical properties.

Instead of using flat films of CNTs for fabricating pressure sensors, an alternative design consists of using bulky, three-dimensional assembly of CNTs. An example of these structures is represented by the so-called CNT sponges, which are made of long and entangled CNTs forming a random skeleton with open pores [91]. Following this idea, in 2013 we investigated the evolution of the electrical conductivity of a CNT sponge upon compression. For the experiment, two flat metal electrodes were located at the top and bottom of the CNT sponge, and the same electrodes were used to apply compression to the whole system. The electrical conductivity linearly increased with the applied compression, and increased of about 615% at compressive strains as high as 75%, resulting in a sensitivity of 1.15. Moreover, the initial value of electrical conductivity is restored once the applied load is released. A second experiment was also performed, where the contact resistance and the electrode distance are kept unaltered so as to make negligible their contribution to the change in conductivity. Notably, the CNT sponge was fixed on a rigid support in a scanning electron microscope and the compression was applied by a nano-tweezer in a confined area located at the center of the sample, far away from the fixed metal electrodes. Furthermore, this experiment confirmed the linear dependence of the electrical conductivity with the applied compression.
Figure 7. Pressure mapping of complex objects on flat and curved surfaces. (a) Current mapping of the CNT thin-film transistors active matrix showing the pressure sensing of “IBM” logo made by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer. (b) Current mapping for the pressure sensing of word “CNT” made by PDMS. The defective pixels are labeled in gray color. (c) Comparison of pressure sensing on flat (left) and curved (right) surfaces with a bending radius of 60 mm. In both mappings, the pressure applied is 6.8 kPa. Reprinted from Ref. [90]. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.

This behavior is ascribed to a growing number of contact points among adjacent CNTs during compression that creates new percolating pathways for charge carriers. Thus, when a pressure is applied to the CNT sponge, the inter-tube pores are squeezed and the CNT sponge becomes denser, and eventually more CNTs touch each other. Once the compressive load is released, the sponge elastically recovers its original shape and consequently the initial number of tube contacts, so that also the electrical conductivity regains its starting value as well.

6. Conclusions, Challenges and Future Perspectives

Owing to their superior mechanical, electric and opto-electronic properties, coupled with a high aspect ratio, CNTs have been attracting a great deal of interest in many sensing applications. In this review, we have discussed concepts, design, working principle and showed a few examples of CNT-based gas sensors, biosensors, light sensors, and pressure sensors. Before concluding our work, we now summarize the major challenges that these devices need to face in order to be able to reach the market.

As of today, gas sensors are probably the most studied CNT-based sensor device, and many gases and vapors can indeed be detected. Since the realization of the first CNT gas sensors [18], the superiority of these devices compared to traditional semiconductor gas sensors was clear. While the former can work at room temperature, the latter needs high temperatures, and thus requires more energy. The major limitation of CNT gas sensors is however the lack of selectivity. We have seen in this review that this issue can be mitigated by realizing composites, where CNTs are coupled to
other materials like for instance zeolites [52]. Nevertheless, lack of selectivity is still a major roadblock hampering further spreading of these CNT devices. More work in this direction is therefore necessary. A possible path to follow in order to increase selectivity could be to use a method based on the analysis of desorption rate at elevated temperatures, as suggested for graphene NO$_2$ sensors, although the use of high temperature would lead to higher power consumption [92].

Several types of CNT biosensors have been reported, and here we have reviewed the ones working with a field-effect transistor configuration. In these devices, CNTs are functionalized with biomaterials specific to the target biomolecule that has to be detected. This functionalization solves the selectivity issue that we instead described for the case of CNT gas sensors. Owing to their high surface area, and the fact that they are made of carbon, CNTs are rather easily functionalized. This, coupled to recent advances in enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio [67], makes CNT biosensors very competitive, with feasibility for miniaturization. Their major drawback is probably the intrinsic risk to human and environmental health posed by CNTs [93,94]. This problem could however be mitigated if for instance CNTs are well anchored to a substrate.

CNT photodetectors are very promising, especially the ones working in the near-IR and IR range since CNT’s absorption coefficient is one order of magnitude higher than that of traditional IR bulk materials [75]. Moreover, traditional IR sensors usually require sophisticated and expansive growth methods such as molecular beam epitaxial (MBE) or metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [95]. One of the limitations with CNT based photodetectors is that high performance requires the use of only semiconducting CNTs of high purity. This means that once CNTs are synthesized, they need a further purification and sorting step. Although these purification protocols have now become very effective and it is possible to separate metallic CNTs from semiconducting ones [96–99], the overall fabrication process becomes longer and more expensive. This issue will need to be addressed in the future so as to allow further development of CNT photodetectors.

Many advances have been done in the field of CNT-based pressure sensors, and although a higher quality and durability is still required for these devices, some of them printed on plastics exhibit already high performance [90].

In conclusion, although CNTs have been around for little less than thirty years, they still keep attracting great interest in the scientific community. Worldwide, CNTs production capacity currently exceeds several thousand tons per year. CNT are already incorporated in several commercial products, such as rechargeable batteries, automotive parts, sporting goods, and water filters [100]. Regarding CNT-based sensors, some of them, like the pressure sensors, are already at a level in which they can be commercialized; other types of sensors need instead to address some issues before they can be competitive against current technology. Nevertheless, we are confident that this class of CNT-based devices will be very important in our future every-day life.
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